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Disclaimer

The instructor(s) are not responsible for any loss, incidental or consequential
damage, or loss arising out of installation, use (unauthorized or otherwise), er-
rors, mistakes, accident, theft or fraud, destruction, or any part of the provision
of services.

If you have questions, consult a lawyer.

Finally, the Internet is a dangerous place. Be careful.
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An important note

Please setup the lab environment as directed in this PDF. This process can take
a few hours, try to finish it before the workshop. During the workshop, please
follow instructions carefully and think about what they do. Type the commands
yourself- copy and paste will not work properly. If you run into trouble or have
questions, let us know.
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1 Downloads

Download and install VirtualBox (https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads)

Download the following Windows 7 victim VM (http://www.cs.virginia.
edu/ibrahim/vms/Win7-Victim.ova - size: 3.47GB) which we will refer to as
the victim.

SHA256: 3fe9b7ac82426da24d24b94d65447f92000abcdb2adab4dacbe5247a8db31cbc

Download the following Kali attacker VM (http://www.cs.virginia.edu/ibrahim/
vms/Kali-Attacker.ova - size: 7.8GB) which we will refer to as the attacker.

SHA256: b7137b66aa77fdede7cb989fefe7d89c61a134309b4c1c1f70c3721b71201790

Hint: To check the integrity of the downloaded files, run the following command:
sha256sum filename
and make sure the value you get is same as the one in this document.

Note: Please delete the VMs after the workshop!
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2 Import the victim’s VM

To import the victim’s VM to VirtualBox, do the following:

1. Open VirtualBox

2. Click “File”

3. Click “Import Appliance”

4. Navigate to where you downloaded the “Win7-Victim.ova” file

5. Choose it and click “Open”

6. Click “Continue”

7. Don’t change the RAM size (please!)

8. Check the “Reinitialize the MAC address for all network cards” option,
as shown in the Figure 1

Figure 1: Reinitialize the MAC address for all network cards

9. Click “Import” and wait until the VM is imported in you VirtualBox
Manager window
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10. Right-click the imported VM and click “Settings”

11. Go to the “Network” settings and make sure Adapter 1 is attached to
“Bridged Adapter” and the name dropbox has your wireless adapter name,
as shown in the Figure 2

Figure 2: VirtualBox network settings for the victim’s VM

Now, start the VM, open IE, and make sure you can go to www.microsoft.com

Note: Please delete the VMs after the workshop!
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3 Import the attacker’s VM

To import the attacker’s VM to VirtualBox, do the following:

1. Open VirtualBox

2. Click “File”

3. Click “Import Appliance”

4. Navigate to where you downloaded the “Kali-Attacker.ova” file

5. Choose it and click “Open”

6. Click “Continue”

7. Don’t change the RAM size (please!)

8. Check the “Reinitialize the MAC address for all network cards” option,
as shown in the Figure 3

Figure 3: Reinitialize the MAC address for all network cards

9. Uncheck the “USB Controller” option in the appliance settings

10. Click “Import” and wait until the VM is imported in you VirtualBox
Manager window

11. Right-click the imported VM and click “Settings”
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Figure 4: VirtualBox network settings for the victim’s VM

12. Go to the “Network” settings and make sure Adapter 1 is attached to
“Bridged Adapter” and the name dropbox has your wireless adapter name,
as shown in the Figure 4

Now, start the VM and make sure you can login using the username root and
the password toor.

Note: Please delete the VMs after the workshop!
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